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Project Overview 

This program developed a new class of multifunctional materials for autonomic structures based 

on the stimuli-responsive properties of biomolecules.  Our research enabled greater fundamental 

understanding of the transduction properties of certain transmembrane peptides and proteins 

under a variety of stimuli such as applied electrical fields, chemical gradients, mechanical force, 

and optical stimulus for the purpose of incorporation into multiscale response models.  Novel 

fabrication processes led to a new class of flexible, monolithic structural material that 

incorporate tailored biomolecular networks for controlled ion and mass transport.  Multiscale 

models of biomolecular networks were combined with a new understanding of biomolecular 

transduction for the purpose of creating novel materials with multifunctional sensing, actuation, 

and energy conversion properties. 

Motivation 

The Air Force has invested heavily over the past twenty years in research that utilizes stimuli-

responsive materials to create multifunctional structures and systems.  Notable applications 

include the development of sensor-infused platforms, precision pointing systems for space 

applications, systems that utilize advanced control for suppression of noise and vibration, and 

self-healing composites.    

 

These investments have concentrated on the use of materials that exhibit controllable property 

changes induced by an applied stimulus.  Much of the research has focused on the use of 

synthetic materials such as piezoelectric, shape memory, and magnetostrictive materials that 

exhibit a controllable dimensional change under the application of an applied potential, material 

heating, or magnetic field.  These material types enable a diverse range of sensing and actuation 

properties that enable new types of multifunctional behavior in materials.  In many instances an 

external or embedded electronic control system is required to induce multifunctional behavior in 

a system, e.g., lightweight systems that also exhibit precision pointing or vibration suppression.   

More recently the concept of autonomic systems has been introduced through the novel use of 

materials that automatically respond to changes in their environment.  An autonomic system does 

not require the use of a control system to induce stimuli-responsive behavior; the stimuli-

responsive behavior is an inherent property of the material system.   An example of an 

autonomic system is one which can ‘heal’ itself or prevent the onset of damage through 

chemically-induced changes in material properties.  Inspired by natural systems that can 

automatically heal themselves without the need for centralized control, these self-healing 

materials utilize novel combinations of stimuli-responsive materials that cause chemical changes 

in the material to prevent damage or recover damage caused by external mechanical loads.     
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Our program is also inspired by the way in which nature uses stimuli-responsive biomolecules to 

incorporate autonomic behavior in cellular systems.  Cells are the basic building block of 

biological systems, and the autonomic behavior of many natural systems arises from the 

compartmentalization of cellular systems and the ability of cellular systems to communicate via 

charge and mass transport at cellular interfaces.  In order to realize autonomic behavior, every 

cell tightly monitors internal and external parameters including cell volume, membrane area and 

tension, difference of water activities inside and outside, and volume fraction taken up by large 

macromolecular solutes. Understanding the principles and mechanisms that cells use to gauge 

and control bulk and interfacial parameters will allow us to exploit them for various applications.  

The pervasiveness of stimuli-responsive behavior in biomolecular processes leads us to the 

following question, “How can we utilize the stimuli-responsive biomolecules found in cells for 

the development of a new class of autonomic materials for sensing, actuation, and energy 

conversion?”  It is our belief that this research will lead to a better fundamental understanding of 

how biomolecules can be assembled to make new types of materials, as well as the discovery of 

new knowledge on the ways that certain biomolecules respond to applied stimuli.   

The vision for our program is to create a new class of materials and material systems that utilize 

the transduction properties of biomolecules to enable autonomic behavior.  As shown in Figure 

1, we envision creating a class of material that incorporates one or more internal networks of 

biomolecules whose transport properties can be controlled by external stimuli.  Much like 

cellular systems, the network consists of numerous compartments and communication between 

compartments is controlled by the judicious choice of the biomolecule incorporated at the 

interfaces.  It is well established through our work, and the work of others, that certain 

biomolecules such as transmembrane channels and pores exhibit transduction behavior between 

multiple physical domains.  As shown in the left of Figure 1, incorporating these biomolecules 

 
 

 
Figure 1:  Biomolecular materials concept studied in this program. 
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into the network allows us to couple the mechanical, electrical, chemical, and optical properties 

of the material.  The introduction of stimuli-responsive materials will allow us to make new 

types of sensors where the frequency characteristics of the output are correlated to the input 

stimuli, or actuators that use controlled ion transport to induce property changes in the material, 

or novel energy conversion devices that can release stored chemical energy when triggered by an 

external mechanical or optical input.  All of these behaviors are autonomic because they arise 

through the inherent properties of the biomolecules incorporated into the material.   

 

Research Objectives 

The research program had four primary research objectives: 

 

1. Modeling and testing of stimuli-responsive biomolecules at the nanoscale to 

understand the insertion of transmembrane biomolecules into lipid bilayers and the 

response of the biomolecules to applied stimuli.   

 

2. Fabrication of networks of biomolecular unit cells at micrometer length scales and 

with increased functional density.  

 

3. Coupling of multiscale models to macroscale models that enable the design of 

biomolecular materials for sensing, actuation, and energy conversation. 

 

4. Characterization of biomolecular materials under a range of standardized 

conditions that enable direct comparison to the effectiveness of more traditional 

types of multifunctional materials.   
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Significant Research Accomplishments 

 

1. Fabrication of networks of biomolecular unit cells at micrometer length scales and with 

increased functional density.  

 

The BRI program resulted in the development of multiple methods to fabricate materials and 

material systems that incorporated biomolecular transduction mechanisms.  Automated 3D 

printing approaches were developed to enable the construction of bilayer networks.  These 

techniques were combined with polymeric encapsulation technology to create solid-supported 

material systems that exhibited biomolecular transduction.  Finally, microfluidic techniques were 

created to enable the organization of multi-bilayer networks with stimuli responsive properties.   

Modified 3-D Printing Techniques 

An off-the-shelf 3D 

printer was modified to 

support droplet-on-

demand printing.  A 

LulzBot Taz 5 was 

purchased due to its open-

source nature and low 

cost.  A team of students 

then examined how to 

best modify the existing 

printing algorithm to 

accommodate droplet-on-

demand printing rather than continuous extrusion. 

The printer head was removed and replaced with a custom chamber allowing for dispension of 

aqueous solution and an attached piezoelectric diaphragm for expelling droplets through pulses 

in the fluid.  This was then connected to the original circuitry in the extruder head to use a 

variable voltage supplied by the 

cooling fan controlled within the 

printer gcode.  The gcode was then 

modified to produce deflections in 

the piezoelectric at desired points 

for droplet ejection through voltage 

impulses supplied to the 

piezoelectric. 

 

The team encountered difficulty 

producing the droplets due to 

insufficient voltage supplied to the 

piezoelectric diaphragm without 

substantial modifications.  This is 

LulzBot Taz 5 

The Extruder Head 

No

Start

Print Initial 

Conditions

Read 

Coordinates 

from Excel

Format and 

print 

coordinates and 

commands
Open and write to 

Loops.gcode file
Done reading 

coordinates?

Yes

Close 

Loops.gcode

End

Figure 2 – Modified 3D printer for the creation of droplet networks and the 
accompanying algorithm. 

Figure 3 – Computer-controlled 3D printing using a pressure 
supply and motorized manipulator. 
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currently being modified through 

another custom circuit to amplify the 

available voltage, as well as 

redesigning the printing needle to 

better translate the piezoelectric 

displacement to the fluid to improve 

droplet ejection (5). 

 

Organogel Encapsulation 

Due to the challenges faced by the 

modified 3D printer, an alternative 

approach was suggested using an 

available 3-axes motorized 

manipulator and pressure supply.  Both of these instruments communicate via serial port 

communications and may be controlled in parallel.  Initially a script was created in BASIC to 

automate positioning of the head and subsequent droplet ejection from the pressure supply.  This 

was then rewritten in MATLAB for ease of use, and for simultaneous communication with a 

National Instruments MyDAQ for voltage outputs as well to control additional instruments.  The 

end result is a computer-controlled system for droplet printing with high precision with droplet 

dimensions as small as 100 microns in diameter. 

 

While this printer is unable to eject droplets directly due to the limited time resolution offered by 

the pressure supply, an algorithm was produced that uses capillary force at the oil-air interface to 

remove the droplets from the tip of the printing needle, moving the tip up and out of the oil to 

separate droplets from the pipette. The droplets then fall into place, accumulating a coating of 

lipids as they descend through the oil. A custom pipette 

pulling algorithm was developed to ensure 30 micron 

diameter printing tips at all times, ensuring uniformity in 

droplet sizes with the applied pressures. 

Printing patterns are specified in either Excel or text files 

by the user, and the printer generates matching droplet 

patterns automatically.  This allows for testing the 

behavior of large droplet networks, and moving towards 

3D structures.  Conductive pathways containing alpha 

hemolysin were printed in multi-droplet networks, and 

tests of signal transduction along these pathways were 

examined.  This method increased the size of the available 

networks by an order of magnitude, and allowed for much 

smaller droplets than previous approaches approaching 

appropriate scales for the development of synthetic 

tissues.  Future work will involve improving the speed of 

the printing process by separating the droplets from the 

printing needle within the oil. 

 

Ongoing work includes optimizing printing within a styrene/(ethylene-butylene) based block 

copolymers (SEBS) and hexadecane mixtures to allow for encapsulated DIB networks and 

50mV =

Figure 5 – Large droplet networks with 
embedded conductive pathways created 
with the printer. 

1

2

3

Figure 4 – Droplets are separated by capillary forces and 
settle within the oil after accumulating lipids on their surface. 
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structures (4).  Dissolving this triblock copolymer within the oil phase 

creates a thermoplastic organogel that solidifies at room temperature 

without disturbing the droplets and their connective membranes.  The 

goal is the production of self-supporting materials containing the 

synthetic tissues of stimuli-responsive membranes described in the 

previous task. 

 

Combining this with the printing algorithm requires several 

modifications.  For a self-supporting gel at room temperature, the 

concentration of the SEBS within the oil is considerable, raising the 

necessary melt temperature considerably.  However temperatures 

above 60 oC risk damaging the channels and lipids.  Consequently 

printing must be done at a lower temperature, resulting in a highly 

viscous solution. Secondly, the traditional 50/50 oil solution containing 

hexadecane and silicone oil AR20 is not available since SEBS and silicone oil are incompatible.  

As a result, only hexadecane is used.  This greatly amplifies gravitational forces in addition to 

reducing the adhesive strength in the membranes, and requires additional care in printing the 

droplets. 

 

Ongoing work includes characterizing the rheological properties of the organogel to identify the 

optimum concentration of SEBS within the oil that transitions at temperatures lower than 60 oC, 

while remaining self-supporting.  This is accompanied by testing mixtures of spatially varying 

SEBS concentrations that later diffuse and solidify after printing is finished. 

 

Microfluidic Organization of Networks 

Our third approach to advance the design, assembly and use of unit-cell based autonomic 

materials applies principles of fluid flow in microfluidic channels to rapidly create, route, and 

connect pairs of lipid-coated droplets to form arrays of DIBs. In the past three years, we have 

designed and fabricated microfluidic devices (Figure 7A) that do just this, where pumping oil 

and aqueous solutions into channels within the devices generates streams of droplets, 

hydrodynamic traps designed using an electrical circuit model capture pairs of droplets from this 

stream to allow DIB formation, and thin-film electrodes deposited onto the underlying glass 

substrate enable independent electrical stimulation and interrogation of many DIBs in parallel. 

These findings were published in a 2016 Lab on Chip paper, where we demonstrated the rapid 

assembly and simultaneous interrogation of 8 symmetric DIBs (i.e. both droplets in a pair had 

identical compositions).  

Figure 6 – A self-
supporting cube of 
organogel containing 
lipid-coated droplets. 
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A key advantage of this device’s design is its scalability; increasing the number of hydrodynamic 

traps does not affect droplet trapping efficiency or lead to unwanted pressure drops in the device 

that can eject droplets from their traps. Therefore, the scalable design enables a microfluidic 

device to permit the rapid assembly of very large networks of DIBs. However, its potential use in 

sensing or energy conversion applications was limited by the fact that every droplet in the array 

had an identical composition. Instead, what is often desired to create a functional unit cell is to 

impose some asymmetry in a droplet pair, such that transmembrane proteins can insert into the 

bilayer in a specific direction, there exists a necessary solute concentration difference, different 

biomolecules exist on each side of the membrane, or even that the two leaflets of the bilayer 

contain different constituents. It is asymmetries such as these that allow for directional transport 

of ions for energy storage applications (e.g. proton currents driven by light-activated proteins). 

Therefore, our focus during the past year has been to enable the formation of asymmetric DIBs 

within a microfluidic environment by adding features that permit the formation of alternating 

droplet streams, sourced from more than one aqueous solution inlet. 

 

Figure 7B shows the opposing T-junction design we selected and recently integrated into our 

microfluidic device. This approach enables the formation of a stream of alternating aqueous 

droplets compositions in an oil-filled channel when the device is operated within specific ranges 

of capillary number and volumetric water fraction. The horizontal inlet channel in Figure 3B 

contains oil while the two perpendicular, tapered channels are separate aqueous inlets. Both the 

oil and aqueous phases are injected at defined flow rates using syringe pumps, and the stream of 

produced droplets flow from left to right. Figure 3C shows an image of hydrodynamic traps 

(located downstream of the T-junctions) containing alternating, lipid coated droplets. A water-

soluble food coloring added to one of the aqueous streams helps to distinguish droplet 

compositions. This provided an initial proof-of-concept that asymmetric droplets could be 

achieved in all pairs of an array. In addition, we performed measurements in a device that 

included electrodes (Figure 3D) in which one of the two droplets of each pair included 

 
Figure 7: (A) Microfluidic device for DIB array formation and electrical interrogation. (B) Opposing T-
junction inlet design for creating alternating droplet streams. (C) Asymmetric DIBs formed from alternating 
droplets in 12 sequential hydrodynamic traps. (D) Image of alternating DPhPC:DOPhPC droplets in 
electroded traps. (E) Electrical potential profile across a DPhPC:DOPhPC bilayer when zero volts are 
applied. (F) Measurements of membrane capacitance versus bias voltage for symmetric and asymmetric 
DIBs. 
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alamethicin, a voltage-dependent peptide that forms ion channels only at positive polarities. 

While not shown here, these measurements confirmed that utilizing alternating droplets 

compositions allow us to control the direction of both peptide insertion and ion transport in each 

DIB of an array. 

 

However, to demonstrate that asymmetric membranes (i.e. those with different phospholipid 

compositions) could be achieved and to study lipid asymmetry in model membranes, we 

performed a third set of measurements in which each aqueous solution contained liposomes 

made from different phospholipids. We intentionally selected DPhPC and DOPhPC 

phospholipids as our two types, since these lipids are known to have different dipole potentials 

(350mV and 200mV, respectively). This potential difference, in addition to any applied voltage 

and any surface potential difference (none in this case for identical PC head groups on both 

leaflets), determines the total intramembrane potential as sketched in Figure 3E. Therefore, if the 

membranes are asymmetric, then we expected it to exhibit a ~|150mV| potential even when zero 

volts is applied between the electrodes. We utilized membrane electrowetting capacitance 

measurements versus varying dc bias voltages to detect this potential difference. Figure 3F 

shows the results of this measurement for both asymmetric DPhPC:DOPhPC and symmetric 

DPhPC bilayers. The voltage at which bilayer capacitance is minimum corresponds to the same 

magnitude but opposite sign as the intramembrane potential caused by the difference in dipole 

potentials. For example, with the DPhPC-containing droplet on the sensing (V) electrode, the 

minimum capacitance occurs at -137mV, which indicates that there is a +137mV bias with 

respect to the DOPhPC droplet resting on the ground electrode.  This finding matches well to 

what has been measured previously. In contrast, symmetric membranes exhibit minimum 

capacitance at zero volts. 
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2. Modeling and testing of stimuli-responsive biomolecules at the nanoscale to understand 

the insertion of transmembrane biomolecules into lipid bilayers and the response of the 

biomolecules to applied stimuli.   

Multiscale Methods for Structure 

Aluru’s group has pioneered the development of empirical potential-based quasi-continuum 

theory to predict the structure of confined fluids. Empirical potential-based quasi-continuum 

theory (EQT) provides a route to incorporate atomistic detail into continuum framework such as 

the Nernst-Planck equation. EQT can also be used to construct a grand potential functional for 

classical density functional theory (cDFT). The combination of EQT and cDFT provides a 

simple and fast approach to predict the inhomogeneous density, potential profiles, and 

thermodynamic properties of confined fluids.  

 

During this program, we extended the EQT multiscale framework to model electrolytes under 

confinement. Since water is a highly polar solvent, electrostatic interactions of interfacial water 

molecules play a dominant role in determining the distribution of ions in electric double layers 

(EDLs). Near a surface, an inhomogeneous and anisotropic arrangement of water molecules 

gives rise to pronounced variations in the electrostatic and hydration energies of ions. Therefore, 

a detailed description of the structural and dielectric properties of water is important to study 

EDLs. However, most theoretical models ignore the molecular effects of water and treat water as 

a background continuum with a uniform dielectric permittivity. Explicit consideration of water 

polarization and hydration of ions is both theoretically and numerically challenging. In our work, 

we extended the empirical potential-based quasi-continuum theory for EDL, which incorporates 

the polarization and hydration effects of water explicitly. In EQT, water molecules are modeled 

as Langevin point dipoles and a point dipole based coarse-grained model for water was 

developed systematically. The space dependence of the dielectric permittivity of water is 

included in the Poisson equation to compute the electrostatic potential. In addition, to reproduce 

hydration of ions, ion-water coarse-grained potentials were developed. We demonstrated the 

EQT framework for EDL by simulating NaCl aqueous electrolyte confined inside slit-like 

capacitor channels at various ion concentrations and surface charge densities. We showed that 

the ion and water density predictions from EQT agree well with the reference molecular 

dynamics simulations (see Figure 8). 

During this program we also extended the EQT framework to predict the thermodynamic 

properties of confined mixtures. The central idea in EQT is to construct potential energies that 

 
 

 Figure 8:  (left) Comparison of water density profiles obtained from molecular dynamics (MD) and EQT. 
The results from the widely used cDFT approach are also shown. (right) Comparison of sodium and 
chloride density profiles obtained from MD and EQT. 
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integrate important atomistic details into a continuum-based model such as the Nernst-Planck 

equation. The EQT potentials are also used to construct the excess free energy functional, which 

is required for the grand potential in the classical density functional theory (cDFT). In our work, 

we use the EQT-based grand potential to predict various thermodynamic properties of a confined 

binary mixture of hydrogen and methane molecules inside graphene slit channels of different 

widths. We showed that the EQT-cDFT predictions for the structure, surface tension, solvation 

force, and local pressure tensor profiles are in good agreement with the molecular dynamics 

simulations. Moreover, we studied the effect of different bulk compositions and channel widths 

on the thermodynamic properties. Our results revealed that the composition of methane in the 

mixture can significantly affect the ordering of molecules and thermodynamic properties under 

confinement. In addition, we found that graphene is selective to methane molecules. 

Multiscale Methods for Transport 

During the latter part of the BRI program we formulated a one-dimensional isothermal 

hydrodynamic transport model for water. We incorporated the viscosity variations in 

confinement by using the local average density method. Dirichlet boundary conditions are 

provided in the form of slip velocity that depends upon the macroscopic interfacial friction 

coefficient. The value of this friction coefficient is computed using the generalized Langevin 

equation formulation that eliminates the use of equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation. We 

tested the approach on gravity driven flows of SPC/E water confined between graphene and 

silicon slit shaped nanochannels for low and high friction cases. The proposed model yields good 

quantitative agreement with the velocity profiles obtained from non-equilibrium molecular 

dynamics simulations (see Figure 9). 

During the last year, we also developed an isothermal, one-dimensional, electroosmotic flow 

model for slit-shaped nanochannels. Nanoscale confinement effects are embedded into the 

transport model by incorporating the spatially varying solvent and ion concentration profiles that 

correspond to the electrochemical potential of mean force. The local viscosity is dependent on 

the solvent local density and is modeled using the local average density method. Excess 

contributions to the local viscosity are included using the Onsager-Fuoss expression that is 

dependent on the local ionic strength. A Dirichlet-type boundary condition was used in the form 

  

Figure 9: (left) Velocity profile of water in a graphene slit. (right) Velocity profile of water in a silicon slit. In 
both plots, molecular dynamics (MD) results are shown in error bars and solid line is the continuum result. 
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of the slip velocity that is dependent on the macroscopic interfacial friction. This solvent-surface 

specific interfacial friction was estimated using a dynamical generalized Langevin equation 

based framework. The electroosmotic flow of Na+ and Cl- as single counterions and NaCl salt 

solvated in Extended Simple Point Charge (SPC/E) water confined between graphene and silicon 

slit-shaped nanochannels are considered as examples. The proposed model yields a good 

quantitative agreement with the solvent velocity profiles obtained from the non-equilibrium 

molecular dynamics simulations (see Figure 10). 

Force-Fields for Water/Nanomaterial Interaction  

Hexagonal boron nitride is currently 

being used for a number of applications 

in nanotechnology. The study of 

hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) for 

nanobiotechnology applications at the 

atomic level requires accurate force field 

parameters to describe the water-hBN 

interaction. During the last year, we 

performed benchmark quality first 

principles quantum Monte Carlo 

calculations on the interaction energy 

between water and hBN, which are used 

to validate random phase approximation 

(RPA) calculations (see Figure 11). We 

then proceeded with RPA to derive force 

field parameters, which were used to 

simulate water contact angle on bulk 

hBN, attaining a value within the 

experimental uncertainties. We have 

demonstrated that end-to-end multiscale 

modeling, starting at detailed many-body 

   

 

Figure 10: Electroosmotic flow velocity profiles for (a) sodium ions in a graphene channel and (b) chloride 
ions in a graphene channel. Multiscale theory results are in solid line (red), while MD results are 
represented by error bars (blue). Insets show the viscous contributions from the multiscale transport 
model to the EOF in more detail. 

Figure 11:  The interaction energies between hBN and water 
for three different water orientations. The results by 
diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) are included for comparison. 
The DMC results at h = 3.6 Å in (b) and (c) shifted by 16 ± 8 
meV based on the finite size error correction for water 
orientation in (a) are labelled by “DMC corrected.” 
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quantum mechanics and ending with macroscopic properties, with the approximations controlled 

along the way, is feasible for these systems. 

Modeling the dielectric properties of channels and associated membranes to understand 

the coupling mechanisms observed in the work by Najem and Leo.   

Transmembrane voltage is a critical parameter for the function of many ion channels with two 

respects: (i) it provides the driving force for passing ions and (ii) it is a powerful factor in driving 

and modulating channel gating. Even channels that are not considered to be voltage-gated and 

lack canonical voltage sensors can be modulated by voltage acting on other domains. Here we 

describe a strong modulation of the bacterial mechanosensitive channel MscL, specifically its 

mild gain-of-function version (V23T), exerted through a dielectric mechanism by water present 

in the pore. Naturally, the channel functions as an osmolyte release valve in the inner bacterial 

membrane, which normally maintains high (100-160 mV) membrane potential. On the other 

hand, with its relatively simple structural design, MscL is considered a promising precursor for 

the development of ‘smart’ materials for sensory or energy conversion devices, and for this 

reason it must be well characterized in terms of its voltage dependence. The principles of electric 

field action on MscL conformational equilibrium should be equally well understood from the 

position of its in-vivo function as a ‘safety valve’, as well as from the point of view of bio-

inspired material engineering.   

 

The previously observed higher probability of opening events in the course of cyclic mechanical 

stimulation of the DIB-reconstituted MscL (V23T mutant) at membrane voltages above 80 mV 

(Najem et al.) motivated us to look more carefully at the voltage dependence of WT and V23T 

MscL. By performing patch-clamp measurements under linear pressure ramp stimulation at 

different voltages we were able to evaluate voltage contributions to the opening transition energy 

of these two channels. The data reveal that both versions of MscL have a dipole (linear with 

voltage) and a dielectric/capacitive (quadratic with voltage) contributions into the transition 

energy.   The difference between WT and V23T is that WT exhibits a larger dipole and a 

considerably smaller dielectric contribution, whereas V23T shows a dominating dielectric 

contribution apparently related to a more pronounced pore hydration in the mutant. The changing 

hydration that influences the capacitive/dielectric energy imparts an energetic effect that depends 

on both the volume of polarized water and on the electric field distribution in the hydrated pore 

in the closed, expanded (subconductive), and open states. The voltage, and more specifically the 

portion of the electric field that drops inside the hydrated pore, drives opening by favoring high-

dielectric water that displaces the lower-dielectric protein in the constriction. Flattening of the 

protein and nearby lipids also add a noticeable contribution as they increase the effective 

capacitance of that region and thus are favored by voltage. The reorientation of protein-

associated dipoles with channel opening and the changes in the external electric field around the 

protein and annular lipids both bring a measurable polarity-dependent contribution to the gating 

energy, either favoring or disfavoring opening, depending on the polarity of the external field 

and the particular conformation of the channel. To explore the nature of the electric field that 

influences the open probability further, we have compared V23T MscL behavior in electrically 

symmetric and asymmetric DIBs where a large (~140 mV) constant intrinsic bias was created by 

using lipids with different dipole potentials. The data obtained in DIBs confirm that V23T MscL 

senses local intramembrane electric fields in the membrane core outside of the interfacial 

(dipole) layers, but not directly the external voltage imposed by electrodes. Our results 

emphasize that massive changes in pore hydration, as in V23T MscL, can bring a considerable 
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dielectric contribution to the gating energy, which must be taken into account for the ‘native’ and 

‘engineered’ valve functions. The electric field that is sensed by the channel is localized inside 

the (low-dielectric) core of the membrane,  

Results 

Figure 12 depicts activation curves of WT and V23T MscL populations recorded using standard 

patch-clamp technique in inside-out patches excised from giant spheroplasts (~30-50 

channels/patch). The mechanical stimulus is a linear ramp of pressure from zero to saturating 

level (~250 mm Hg) recorded at different voltages. One can see that in wild-type MscL (panel a) 

the midpoint for population activation does not change much at negative pipette voltages 

(asterisk), but shifts to the left with positive voltage. In V23T MscL, in contrast, the midpoint 

shifts considerably to the left under both voltages. With the notion that tension midpoint at low 

voltages (near zero) for WT and V23T MscL resides at 12 and 8.3 mN/m, respectively, and 

assuming that the patch geometry (curvature) in all trials within each experiment remains the 

same, reduction of midpoint tension 0.5 can be interpreted as a reduction of the effective energy 

for the closed ->open transition. Also there is an interesting common feature: notably, both 

channels show ‘lingering’ conductive states at high negative voltages after stimulating pressure 

is released (black arrows). 

 

From the Boltzmann-type relationship for the closed and open probabilities Po/Pc = exp(-(Eo-

A)/kT) one can see that at the midpoint (0.5) tension  Po=Pc and therefore the transition 

energy in the absence of tension Eo =  0.5A. The fact that  0.5 decreases with voltage indicates 

that there must be a voltage-dependent term (or terms) in the transition energy. As seen from 

panel c, for WT the voltage dependent term is negative at positive voltages and slightly positive 

at negative voltages. For V23T, the V-dependent term is always negative at both voltages (more 

pronounced at positive potential) and the Eo(V) dependence can be reasonably fitted with a 

parabola with a dominating negative quadratic term (panel d). The parabolic fit of the WT 

dependence indicates a larger linear term (panel c). The linear and quadratic terms can be 

physically interpreted as the dipolar (Ed) and dielectric (capacitive, Ec) contributions of electric 

polarization of the system and thus the transition energy in the absence of tension can be written 

as Eo = Ei+Ed(V)+Ec(V2), where Ei is the voltage-independent term estimated at low voltages. 

The general form the energy 𝐸𝑑 of a dipole �⃗� in a uniform electrostatic field �⃗⃗� is: 

 

𝐸𝑑 = �⃗� × �⃗⃗�  

 

However, the external electrostatic field around MscL channel is very non-uniform due to the 

different geometries and dielectric properties of the pore, the protein, and the annular lipids 

subjected to distortion. With that, a more convenient approximation would be to consider the 

dipole as a system of two-point charges at a distance 𝑑, each of them at a certain potential level 

of the external field (𝑉𝑎 and 𝑉𝑏):  

 

𝐸𝑑 =
𝑝

𝑑
(𝑉𝑎−𝑉𝑏) 

The dielectric effect is dominated by the displacement of a part of the protein by water. For a 

cylindrical capacitor of radius 𝑟 and thickness ℎ  filled with a medium of dielectric permeability 

𝜀 with an applied voltage, the energy 𝐸𝑐 can be expressed as: 
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𝐸𝑐 =
𝜀𝜀0𝜋𝑟

2

2ℎ
𝑉2 

 

For MscL in a membrane, the total dielectric contribution to energy will be composed of three 

parts - due to flattening of the protein barrel (Eb) along with annular lipids (Ea), and polarization 

of water that displaces the protein and fills the open pore interior (Ei) the equation can be written 

in the form: 

 

𝐸𝑐 = 𝐸𝑎 + 𝐸𝑏 + 𝐸𝑖 

More detailed calculations for the dipole and dielectric contributions into the system energy for 

different conformational states of WT and V23T MscL can be found in the supplement.  

 

 

Figure 12. Voltage sensitivity of MscL. Current responses of WT MscL and V23T MscL populations to 
pressure ramps at different pipette voltages (imposed with 20 mV increments). Experiments were conducted 
in inside-out patches excised from giant bacterial spheroplasts expressing corresponding channels. Note 
that pressure midpoints for WT MscL (a) are higher at negative pipette voltages (asterisks), whereas V23T 
MscL (b) shows more symmetric responses and a more substantial shift to the left of the pressure midpoint 
with voltage. Plots of closed-to-open transition energy extracted from activation curves as a function of 
pipette voltage (c, d). Parabolic fits predict different contributions from the capacitive (quadratic) and dipole 
(linear) components of the dependence on potential V. Notably, both channels show ‘lingering’ conductive 
states at high negative voltages after stimulating pressure is released (black arrows). This behaviour was 
reproduced in four independent patches for each MscL version.  

At the  -100 mV pipette potential, the unfavourable dipole contributions constitute 1.93 and 0.53 

kT and the favourable capacitive contributions are -1.35 and -3.11 kT for WT and V23T MscL, 

respectively. These experimentally estimated contributions raise the following questions: 

 

(i) What is the nature of the dipole that dominates the WT MscL voltage response?  
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(ii) Although the V23T mutation does not change the net charge of the protein, why and how 

does it change the dipolar contribution?  

 

(iii) Can the increased hydration of the V23T pore account for the large dielectric contribution in 

the mutant? 

 

(iv) Where does the localized electric field exert its action in the system? 

 

We hypothesize that MscL’s dipole arises from uneven charge distribution between the 

cytoplasmic and periplasmic domains, but the motion of these charges in the course of gating 

transitions (closed↔expanded↔open) is also accompanied by an electric field re-distribution 

due to protein flattening and pore widening, hydration, and opening.  Figure 13 visualizes the 

positions of charged residues and the distribution of electrostatic potential for E. coli MscL 

models in the closed and open states with charged groups in their default states at neutral pH. 

The computation was done with the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm in vacuum, i.e., it 

reflects only the protein contribution to electrostatics, unmitigated by the medium. The color 

density indicates that the periplasmic side harbours the loops with the highest density of net 

negative charge, whereas the cytoplasmic side is richer in positive charges. These groups of 

charges clustered on opposite sides of the membrane form an effective dipole. We have to note, 

however, that all the smaller partial charges (e.g. hydroxyls), as well as the net dipole moments 

of the transmembrane helices, bring certain distributed contribution to the calculated net dipole 

moment. The transition from the closed to the open state flattens the barrel essentially bringing 

the charges closer, but at the same time it brings the boundaries of the applied potential over the 

protein barrel closer together, thus increasing the intensity of the transmembrane field. In 

addition, pore opening changes the distribution of electric field along the conductive pathway.  

The experiment (Figure 12) instructs us that negative pipette potential (on the periplasmic side) 

makes opening of WT MscL less favourable. This seems counterintuitive because this voltage 

configuration should favour a more flat, i.e. open, conformation. However, changes in electric 

field distribution may reverse the effect. Indeed, if we consider the positions of equipotential 

surfaces around the closed and (flatter) open conformations, it may become possible that the 

charged clusters constituting MscL’s dipole become exposed to a larger fraction of the external 

electric field that drops across the membrane segment harbouring the channel. The taller and 

more ‘protein-shielded’ closed conformation becomes more favourable at negative pipette 

potentials. Our order-of-magnitude estimation shows that the observed energetic effects of the 

dipole component can be reasonably obtained even in simplified cylindrical representation of the 

channel based on the spatial and electrostatic features of the closed, expanded (subconductive), 

and open conformations of the homology models of WT and V23T MscL.   
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Table 1:  major geometric parameters of the transition for WT, some dielectric properties of components, and 
calculated energies associated with the transitions. 

 

 

  Parameter Closed Open 

M
o

d
e

l 
p

a
ra

m
e

te
rs

 

Ring of 
annular 
lipids 

External radius of the lipid ring, nm 3.50 3.95 

Height of the periplasmic polar region, nm 1.00 1.00 

Height of the nonpolar region, nm 2.00 1.50 

Height of the cytoplasmic polar region, nm 1.00 1.00 

Protein 
barrel 

External radius of the protein barrel, nm 2.50 2.95 

Height of the periplasmic polar region, nm 2.50 1.30 

Height of the nonpolar region, nm 2.00 1.10 

Height of the cytoplasmic polar region, nm 3.00 1.60 

Ion-
conducting 

pore 

Radius of the pore, nm 1.00 1.45 

Height of the gate region, nm 2.00  

Height of the cytoplasmic polar region, nm 2.50  

Height of the C-terminal bundle, nm 3.00  

Effective 
dipole 

Dipole moment of the channel, D 2675 2175 

Length of the channel dipole, nm 5.09 4.33 

Fraction of the dipole length in the field gradient 1.00 1.00 

Fraction of the field for the negative end position 0.92 0.89 

Fraction of the field for the positive end position 0.15 0.03 

E
n

e
rg

e
ti

c
 c

o
n

tr
ib

u
ti

o
n

s
, 

re
la

ti
v
e
 t

o
 t

h
e
 c

lo
s
e
d

 s
ta

te
 

Capacitive, ring of annular lipids, kT 
 -0.07 

Capacitive, protein barrel, kT 
 -0.40 

Capacitive, ion-conducting pore, kT 
 -0.80 

Capacitive, access region, kT 
 -0.05 

Capacitive total, kT 
 -1.37 

Effective dipole, kT 
 1.98 

Total, kT 
 0.61 
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Figure 13: Estimations of WT MscL changes in dipole and capacitive energies as a result of channel opening. 
Distributions of electric potential around the MscL complex in the closed (a) and open (b) conformations. The 
density of red and blue color reflects the calculated electrostatic potential of the protein, negative to positive 
respectively.  Cylindrical representations of the closed (c) and open (d) conformations of WT MscL. Grey and 
pink regions represent high-dielectric (polar) and low-dielectric (apolar) segments of the protein; green and 
yellow represent polar and apolar regions of the annular lipids around the protein. Numbers represent 
thicknesses and radii of different dielectric segments that undergo conformational changes. The red and 
blue lines depict equipotential surfaces around the protein and membrane, the red line designates negative 
voltage in the outer (periplasmic) compartment and the blue line – positive potential in the cytoplasm. 

The reason for capacitive (dielectric) energy change for WT MscL is reasonably explained by the 

replacement of the low-dielectric pore-occluding part of the protein in the closed conformation 

with a volume of water in the open pore polarized by the part of the external voltage that drops 

across the transmembrane conductive pathway.  Table 1 presents the major geometric parameters 

of the transition for WT, some dielectric properties of components, and calculated energies 

associated with the transitions.  
 

As was concluded from the parabolic fit of data on Figure 12d, V23T MscL shows a 

considerably smaller dipole, but at the same time a much larger dielectric contribution than those 

of WT MscL. It is known that in contrast to WT, which gates mostly between the fully closed 

and fully open states, this mild gain-of-function mutant resides in multiple subconductive states. 

This means that the gate of its massively pre-hydrated and expanded pore is partially closed. 

Consequently, we introduce a highly populated intermediate pre-expanded (subconductive) state 
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in our gating scheme (Figure 14). The modelled closed state of V23T exhibits a slightly deeper 

water-filled external vestibule compared to WT. The expanded state has a narrow partition the 

separates the upper and lower compartments, which poses the main resistance and therefore 

essentially the entire transmembrane voltage drops across this narrow part. We should mention 

that this partition may contain a large fraction of solvating water and thus must have a high-

dielectric property, being also somewhat leaky for ions. This narrow region where most of the 

voltage drops will be characterized by high capacitive energy and thus will be strongly favoured 

by voltage. The transition to the fully open state redistributes voltage in that region, which now 

smoothly drops across the entire length of the pore including adjacent regions of aqueous 

solution posing access resistances to the pore.  Effective parameters of the system that readily 

account for dielectric contributions of different states are presented in Table 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 14:  Cylindrical representations of three main conformations of V23T MscL, closed, expanded and 
open. Grey and pink regions represent high-dielectric (polar) and low-dielectric (apolar) segments of the 
protein; cyan domain in the expanded state shows polar hydrated occlusion of subconuctive pore; green and 
yellow represent polar and apolar regions of the annular lipids around the protein. Numbers represent 
thicknesses and diameters of different dielectric segments that undergo conformational changes. The red 
and blue lines depict equipotential surfaces around the protein and membrane, in this particular case red line 
designates negative voltage in the outer (periplasmic) compartment. 

It is important that the highly populated intermediate state, with a wide fully hydrated outer 

vestibule, permits free ion passage into the water-filled cavity that concentrates the field on a 

narrow partition. As a result, there is considerably less voltage dropping across the whole protein 

and across the domains constituting the dipole. In addition, the periplasmic part of the protein in 

this model is not yet as flattened as in the fully open state, which keeps the potential boundary at 

a larger distance from the positive (cytoplasmic) end of the effective dipole. For these reasons, 

the dipole contribution in V23T is about 6 times less compared to WT. The key parameters for 

estimations are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2:  Parameter estimations for dipole calculations. 

  Parameter Closed Expanded Open 

Effective 
"conducti

ve" 

M
o

d
el

 p
ar

am
et

er
s 

Ring of 
annular 
lipids 

External radius of the lipid ring, nm 3.65 3.75 3.95  

Height of the periplasmic polar region, nm 1.00 1.00 1.00  

Height of the nonpolar region, nm 2.00 1.50 1.50  

Height of the cytoplasmic polar region, nm 1.00 1.00 1.00  

Protein 
barrel 

External radius of the protein barrel, nm 2.65 2.75 2.95  

Height of the periplasmic polar region, nm 2.70 1.60 1.50  

Height of the nonpolar region, nm 1.80 0.90 0.90  

Height of the cytoplasmic polar region, nm 3.00 1.90 1.60  

Ion-
conducti
ng pore 

Radius of the pore, nm 1.15 1.25 1.45  

Height of the gate region, nm 2.70 0.50   

Height of the cytoplasmic polar region, nm 1.80    

Height of the C-terminal bundle, nm 3.00    

Effective 
dipole 

Dipole moment of the channel, D 2675 2175 2175  

Length of the channel dipole, nm 5.13 4.46 4.33  

Fraction of the dipole length in the field 
gradient 1.00 0,9 1.00  

Fraction of the field for the negative end 
position 0.92 1.00 0.89  

Fraction of the field for the positive end 
position 0.15 0.12 0.03  

En
er

ge
ti

c 
co

n
tr

ib
u

ti
o

n
s,

 
re

la
ti

ve
 t

o
 t

h
e 

cl
o

se
d

 

st
at

e 

Capacitive, ring of annular lipids, kT 
 -0.05 -0.07 -0.06 

Capacitive, protein barrel, kT 
 -0.32 -0.43 -0.37 

Capacitive, ion-conducting pore, kT 
 -4.64 -0.79 -2.71 

Capacitive, access region, kT 
 0.03 -0.01 0.01 

Capacitive total, kT 
 -4.94 -1.30 -3.12 

Effective dipole, kT 
 -1.11 2.21 0.55 

Total, kT 
 -6.05 0.91 -2.57 

 

Tests for local field effects 

The energy of MscL gating transition is affected by an externally applied electric field. For V23T 

MscL the effect is especially strong because the geometric shape of this pre-hydrated channel in 

expanded states (highly populated in V23T) permits ion penetration into the vestibule which 

concentrates the electric field on a relatively narrow well-hydrated (and therefore polarizable) 

region. The voltage-dependence of V23T MscL is therefore likely imparted by a highly localized 

electric field. To test this notion and to answer the question of whether the inner electric field 

that drops inside the membrane matters more than the externally imposed voltage, we studied 
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voltage-dependent gating of V23T MscL in asymmetric DIBs characterized by a constant 

electrostatic bias created by the difference of interfacial dipole potentials of two lipid leaflets and 

compared the results with symmetric DIBs (see Figure 15). 

 

 

Figure 15:  Electric field distribution across electrically neutral symmetric (a, b) and asymmetric (c, d) 
membranes composed of two leaflets characterized by different surface dipole potentials. 

The directionally reconstituted V23T MscL shows voltage dependence in symmetric 

membranes.  

 

In an effort to replicate the results from the recordings in native patches, we asymmetrically 

incorporated V23T MscL in a DIB system by introducing the channels unilaterally, only in the 

droplet connected to the ground.  An external potential of 100 mV was applied while the droplets 

were mechanically stimulated at 0.2 Hz and by using different duty cycles in order to control the 

tension in the bilayer.  The polarity of the applied potential was flipped repeatedly while 

recording the current.  In agreement with the native patches’ findings, V23T MscL gated only at 

the potentials above 80 mV and exhibited higher activity in the presence of a negative potential 

(Figure 16b,e).  In addition, both the opening probability per cycle and the conductance of the 

substates were higher (Figure 16c, f).  At both voltages we observed very few full openings, 

however, more high-conductive substates were occupied when a negative potential was applied 

when compared to positive potentials.  Upon application of positive potentials, low-conductive 

substates were occupied while none of the fully open states were observed.  (It is also worth 

mentioning that the open dwell time at positive potentials was shorter compared to negative 

potentials. 
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Figure 16:  The gating behaviour of V23T when incorporated asymmetrically in a symmetric DPhPC bilayer. 
The droplets were oscillated at 0.2 Hz with duty cycles of 50% (a-c) and 75% (d-f) (it was demonstrated in a 
separate study that higher duty cycle values create higher bilayer tension), while an external transmembrane 
potential of 100mV was applied.  The voltage polarity is repeatedly switched, (and similar to the results in 
native patches), the channels exhibited higher activity in the presence of a negative potential (b and e), while 
at positive potential a few sub-conductive events are observed (a and b).  Amplitude histograms of V23T 
MscL opening events obtained from multiple traces are presented in (c and f).  At both duty cycles, V23T 
MscL exhibits higher open probability as well as higher conductance substates in the presence of negative 
potentials.   

Effects of membrane asymmetry 

V23T MscL asymmetrically incorporated within an asymmetric bilayer ( 

Figure 17) displays a higher activity upon the application of negative external potentials, which 

will add to the already existing negative intrinsic bias caused by membrane asymmetry ( 

Figure 17a,c).  However, the most interesting and significant finding was irresponsiveness of 

V23T MscL in the presence of a positive 100 mV external potential ( 

Figure 17d).  The application of a positive 100mV counterbalances the already existing -130mV 

and diminishes its contribution to a -30 mV (the sum of both the externally applied voltage and 

the intrinsic bias), a value proven insufficient for the activation of V23T MscL in DIBs.    
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Figure 17:  V23T MscL channels asymmetrically incorporated within asymmetric bilayers exhibit strong 
voltage-dependency.  (a) The channels were introduced to the droplet containing DOPhPC and connected to 
the ground.  At the membrane, the intrinsic potential bias is equal to -130 mV, the application of a -50 mV 
external potential lead to a -180 mV transmembrane potential, causing high V23T MscL activity.  (b) 
Switching the external potential to +50mV lead to a -80mV potential across the membrane, which caused 
gating, however, mostly lower conductance sub-states in comparison with the previous case.  (c) At -100mV, 
V23T MscL is highly active and several fully open states and high conductance sub-states.  (d) V23T MscL 
exhibits no activity when subjected to a positive 100mV, a value that would counterbalance and limit the 
effect of the intrinsic electric bias, strongly establishing the voltage dependency of the V23T mutant of MscL. 

Conclusions 

V23T MscL, the mild gain-of-function mutant of the bacterial mechanosensitive valve MscL, is 

a promising tension sensor that can be used in bio-inspired materials engineering not only 

because it gates at lower tension levels but also because it features a considerably stronger 

modulation by voltage. 

 

Like WT MscL, V23T possesses both components of voltage-sensitivity, the linear (dipole-

related) component and the quadratic (dielectric) component. The linear component slightly 

favors opening at hyperpolarizing voltages visible at positive pipette potentials in patch-clamp 

experiments and in a specific configuration in DIBs with directionally reconstituted V23T 

MscLs. 

 

The stronger dielectric component of voltage sensitivity of V23T MscL originates from the non-

specific capacitive effect of high-dielectric water that displaces the protein when the channel 

expands in its semi-open (subconductive) state, i.e., in the constricted region specifically 

subjected to the strong electric field. The estimations show that the observed dielectric energy 

contributions are in good agreement with the volume of polarized water pulled into the pore 

constriction and with geometric adjustments of the surrounding protein and annular lipids. 
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Energies of specific states strongly depend on the electric field configuration around the channel, 

which in turn depends on pore conductance and channel reshaping. 

 

The dielectric effect on V23T gating is governed by the local electric field dropping in the 

vicinity of the channel gate, including the part inside the membrane. Here we show that V23T 

gating is strongly modulated by dipole potentials in the interfacial layers of the membrane. This 

effect observed in asymmetric DIBs demonstrates that DIBs is a convenient experimental system 

allowing for control of individual surfaces of the artificial membrane.    
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3. Coupling of multiscale models to macroscale models that enable the design of 

biomolecular materials for sensing, actuation, and energy conversation. 

 

One of the compelling features of biomolecular networks is the ability to incorporate stimuli-

responsive biomolecules in the interfacial bilayer.  Several demonstrations of the functionality of 

such systems have been shown by multiple researchers   These networks typically incorporate 

multiple droplets with or without embedded biomolecules that shape the response of the system 

to various external stimuli as seen in Figure 18. 

 

 

Figure 18 - Illustration of an envisioned biomolecular networks.  Multiple droplets with or without embedded 
stimuli-responsive biomolecules allow for advanced material responses to various stimuli. 

In this program we developed a deterministic model of these envisioned biomolecular networks 

is developed that may be used to predict the behavior of these coupled bilayer-biomolecules 

systems.  Such a model will prove useful for the design of biomolecular sensing systems that 

incorporate stimuli-responsive biomolecules such as peptides and proteins.  This paper focuses 

on the development of deterministic models of network properties that simulates the passive 

properties of the networks as well as the properties are derived from the behavior of stimuli-

responsive biomolecules incorporated into the interfacial bilayers. 

Biomolecular Network Modeling 

 

The goal of the modeling effort is to develop mathematical representations of bilayer networks 

that are functions of both the bilayer properties and the properties of the surrounding aqueous 

phases.  To this end, a revised form of the Hodgkin-Huxley model is considered which combines 

the imperfect capacitance circuit properties of the lipid bilayer with the conductance of the 

surrounding aqueous phases.  For simplicity, the variable  is defined as the ratio of the 

conductance of the aqueous phases (Gf) over the conductance of the bilayers (Gb).  The four-

node model is illustrated in Figure 19Figure 19. 

 

This model approximates the bilayer as a capacitance element with a capacitance value of Cb in 

parallel with a conductor with a conductance value of Gb.  A voltage-dependent biomolecule 

term is inserted in parallel through the function Pb(V), which allows for the simulation of 

voltage-dependent protein and peptide activity such as voltage-gated channels.  Finally, the 

surrounding aqueous phase contained inside of the droplets is approximated through conductors 

Droplet-

Interface 

Bilayers
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defined by Gb, where  is the ratio of the fluid conductance to the bilayer conductance (Gf/Gb).  

Since the bilayer response is highly dependent on this ratio  it will be used in future 

discussions.  Recall that Gb is equivalent to Gf, or the conductivity of the fluid. 

 

Figure 19: Electrical circuit representation of the bilayer unit cell.  The bilayer conductance is represented as 
Gb, the bilayer capacitance is represented as Cb, the biomolecule conductance as Pb, and the aqueous 
phase conductance is represented as a ratio of the bilayer conductance through αGb. 

This proposed electrical system may be represented as a four-node element through nodal 

voltage analysis.  From Kirchoff’s Current Law (KCL) applied at the nodes in Figure 19, the 

state equations for this unit cell model are derived as: 
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(1) 

which provides the relationships between each of the nodes depicted in Figure 19. We refer to 

Equation (1) as the four-node unit cell model as it encompasses all four nodes contained in the 

electrical circuit representation of the bilayer.  The three matrices that comprise the model are the 

unit cell bilayer capacitance matrix c, bilayer/fluid conductance matrix g, and stimuli-responsive 

biomolecule conductance matrix p.  The capacitance matrix of the four-node unit cell model is 

singular, arising from the fact that there are no capacitive elements crossing the aqueous phase 

elements.  Therefore, this model results in a system of differential algebraic equations (DAE) 

which will require special considerations to solve. 

 

Accordingly, a second model is developed that incorporates a model of the bilayer membrane but 

omits the conductance elements across the aqueous phase elements. The unit cell equation for 

this model may be seen in Equation (2).  This assumption is based on the low conductance of the 

bilayer (typically on the order of 10-12 S for the systems studied here that do not contain 

conductive biomolecules) allowing for negligible contribution from the conductive fluid 

elements at low frequencies.  This assumption allows for a non-singular capacitance matrix 

through directly connected bilayer elements.   
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For both cases, the state equations may be combined to form larger matrices that dictate the 

behavior of collections of bilayers.  This requires use of the transformation matrix  which 

transcribes the coefficient matrices from either of the two bilayer stencils to larger systems 

containing multiple bilayers as seen in Equation (3), 
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 is a n x 4 or a n x 2 matrix dependent on the selected model (Equation (1) or (2)), where n is 

the number of nodes present in the system.  The matrices describing the total system response are 

then obtained by summing up each of the transcribed matrices from Equation (3) as seen in 

Equation (4). 
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(4) 

Now that the total system property matrices have been created, they may be used again to 

describe the behavior of the system as seen in Equation (5). 

 

 0sys sys sysV V V+ + =C G P  (5) 

These equations provide a passive response for node-to-node relationships.  Since the systems 

considered in the laboratory are studied using patch-clamp approaches, appropriate boundary 

conditions are applied by setting two nodes equal to the source voltage and the ground.  These 

nodes are then set to fixed values or functions.  The source node is typically set equal to a 

sinusoidal input Asin(wt) and the ground node is set to 0 mV.  This provides the information for 

the right hand side of Equations (1) through (5), and the response of the nodal voltages to these 

prescribed boundary conditions may be studied. 

System Passive Response Analysis 

The complete four node model results in a system of differential algebraic equations which 

require specialized methods for their solution.  The method selected for the solution of the four-

node model involves the application of Laplace transforms where the governing equation 

becomes: 

( )sys sys sysVs V V F s+ + =C G P  (6) 

where s is the traditional Laplace variable in the s domain, and F(s) is the transformed voltage 

input from the boundary conditions. 
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To find a closed-form tractable solution, the stimuli-responsive biomolecule conductance matrix 

Psys must be omitted from the system as the coefficients are typically expressed as functions of 

the voltage differences across the bilayer elements (or membrane potentials).  Therefore, this 

Laplace method is suitable for examining the passive response of the bilayer network with an 

applied voltage, but a different solution method will be required for studying the impact of 

voltage-dependent channels.  Algebraically solving the system of equations from Equation (6) 

generates transfer functions for the ratio of the voltage at the internal nodes Vi (where i 

corresponds to the selected node number from 1 to n as seen in Figure 20) to the source node Vs 

which then may be converted back to the time-dependent solution through inverse Laplace 

transformations.  An example of the solution obtained from this approach may be seen in Figure 

20 for a three-unit cell system as indicated in the bottom right corner of the figure.   

 

For the simulations presented in this section, baseline parameters are employed. The capacitance 

is assumed to be 500 pF for both bilayers, the conductance of both bilayers is assumed to be 1 

pS, the input forcing function is a sinusoidal 150 mV potential at a variable frequency, and the 

aqueous conductance is assumed to be 1µS yielding a value of 106 for .   

 

  

Figure 20: Four node analytical solution obtained through Laplace transformations for a three droplet / two 
unit cell system with a sinusoidal voltage input (amplitude 0.15 V, frequency 100 Hz) applied at node S and a 
ground at node G. 

This Laplace approach allows for the rapid solution of linear chains of bilayer unit cells (Figure 

21).  Several of these chains with varying lengths were constructed and the results were 

compared.  If the properties of each unit cell (Gb, Cb, ) remain constant throughout the chain 

then a series of simplifications occurs in the voltage transfer functions (Vi/Vs) due to pole-zero 

cancellations.  This results in a pattern for the transfer functions that may be extended to infinite 

bilayer chains. Equations (7) and (8) predict the transfer function for node i relative to the source 

voltage Vs in a linear droplet chain of length n (where i ranges from 1 to n).  For further 

simplicity, a time variable n is defined as the frequency at which the low-pass filter behavior of 

the bilayer occurs.  This variable is adjusted dependent on the length of the chain, and 

corresponds to the inverse of the remaining pole of the transfer functions (Equation (7)).  

Independent of the length of the bilayer unit cell chain, the transfer functions each contain this 

one single pole as long as the properties of each unit cell are uniform. 
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Figure 21 - Linear chain of droplets of length n.  The source is labeled as S, the ground as G. 
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(8) 

Solving for the time-domain solution reveals that the voltage response exhibits three behaviors.  

At low frequencies the voltage drop is dominated by the bilayer elements.  As the frequency of 

the applied signal at the source node Vs increases, the voltage drop begins to occur across both 

the bilayer elements and the connecting aqueous conductors.  Once the frequency increases to a 

sufficient level, the voltage drop is dominated by the aqueous phase elements, causing the 

voltage drop observed by the bilayers to diminish.  This results in a reduction in the membrane 

potential that is often crucial for the stimuli-responsive biomolecules present in the bilayer.  This 

is indicative of the droplet length (and consequently resistance) becoming too great for the 

mobile ions carrying the signal to fully distribute across the droplet volume in the time allowed, 

resulting in a potential drop between the opposite ends of the droplet rather than across the 

bilayers. 

 

As this Laplace transformation method does not allow for voltage dependent biomolecule 

function, the two-node simplification may be employed for further studies.  This allows for the 

application of traditional numerical techniques solving the systems of ODEs, but first the range 

of validity for the two-node simplification must be determined. 

 

This range of validity for the two-node solution is examined through the following case study.  A 

three droplet – two-unit cell system is constructed as seen in Figure 22 with three aqueous phases 

S G1 2 3 4 5 nn-1n-2

. . .
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and two bilayers.  The input is applied at node S and the ground is set to node G for both solution 

methods.  
Figure 22 - Comparison of the four node (top) and two node (bottom) model for athree droplet / two unit cell 
system.  Inputs are applied at node S, and the ground is set to node G. 

The low-pass filter behavior may be studied by plotting the impedance of both the two node and 

the four-node system across a single bilayer, where the admittance is calculated as: 
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b b b
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b b b
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2node b bY G j C= +  (10) 

 

The magnitude of the admittance and the angle are plotted in Figure 23b. These figures are 

plotted with respect to the RC frequency constant fc, which is given by Equation (11).  The 

conductivity ratio  for these plots is set to 106. 
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These plots demonstrate that the four node and the two-node solution diverge at higher 

frequencies as marked in Figure 23b by the vertical dashed line.  From the phase angle plot, the 

divergence occurs when: 
( )10

2
10

2

Log

b

b

G
f

C





 
  
   (12) 

For the baseline case (Cb = 500 pF, Gb = 1 pS,  = 106, no proteins), this corresponds to a 

divergence frequency of 0.32 Hz for the four node and two node solutions.  This cutoff point is 

marked by a vertical dashed line in Figure 23Figure 23b.  It should be noted that this cutoff point 

aligns with the point at which the solutions begin to diverge for a single bilayer. This divergence 

is initially minimal, and no meaningful difference is observed until 100 Hz.  However, this 

threshold still provides a definite point at which the two solutions are guaranteed to remain 

equivalent. This threshold frequency defined in equation (12)  allows the researcher to determine 

which solution method is appropriate for their biomolecular system. 

 

GV3 V4V2V1S
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Figure 23 – a) Admittance magnitude and b) phase angle plots comparing the four node and two node 
solutions 

The key difference between two solutions is their divergence at higher frequencies.  This is due 

to the two node solution’s inability to capture the voltage drop occurring across the fluid 

elements rather than the capacitance elements as indicated in Figure 23Figure 23b.  The four-

node model is able to account for voltage drops across these droplet interiors, which may be 

visualized as ion accumulation on opposite ends of the droplets leading to the development of a 

potential.   Further analysis of this voltage shift effect may be conducted by altering the system 

parameters and examining the analytical solutions for both the four node and the two node 

models.  From comparing Equation (9) and Equation (10), the two node system is equivalent to 

the four node system when α→∞.  This conductivity ratio will be varied and solutions will be 

plotted to test this observation. 

 

The two-node system assumes that the aqueous phases remain infinitely conductive, ensuring 

that the voltage drop across these elements remains zero for all input frequencies.  For a further 

analysis of the requirements for this two-node assumption to remain valid, the Laplace approach 

for the four-node solution will be employed and the analytical solution’s dependence on the 

value of  will be examined.  First, the peak voltage for each node is plotted while varying  

from 1 to 1010.  As  →∞, the two node and four node solutions converge for all frequencies as 

seen in Figure 24.  The regions of the plot where V2 is not equal to V3 are the regions where the 

voltage drops occur across the droplet interiors rather than the bilayer elements.  As the 

frequency is decreased or the conductance of the droplet interiors is increased, V2 and V3 

converge and match the two-node solution at the center of the plot. 
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Figure 24 - Central nodal voltage comparison (nodes 2 and 3 for the four node solution, node 2 for the two 
node solution) with varying fluid conductivity.  The two node solution for the central node is represented by 
the center line, and the four node solutions for nodes 2 and 3 are the upper and lower lines respectively.  As 
α→∞, the four node and two node solutions converge.  The vertical dashed line represents the baseline ratio 
for the conductivities (106).  Voltages are measured with respect to the ground G. 

 

The results from Figure 24 show that as the operating frequency is reduced, the value for  at 

which the four node and two node solutions converge is similarly reduced.  From these results it 

is apparent that the two-node solution is equivalent to the complete four node solution when the 

system is operated at low frequencies or when the surrounding aqueous phase is highly 

conductive.  Ultimately the threshold frequency for the use of the two node model may be 

determined by Equation (12), but the authors recognize that the amount of error may remain 

negligible until higher frequencies are reached as indicated by Figure 24.  

 

Natural cellular systems are able to transduce at much higher frequencies than the ones exhibited 

by the artificial cellular systems considered here.  This is partially due to the difference between 

the droplet dimensions and standard cellular dimensions.  The droplets considered here typically 

have a radius of 0.1 – 1.0 mm, and ongoing efforts aim to reduce these dimensions further.  For 

comparison, a cellular radius is often on the order of 1-10 m, resulting in a ratio between the 

natural and artificial cases of roughly 100.  Rewriting Equation (12) with dependencies on this 

characteristic length r, and substituting  = Gf/Gb yields Equation (13): 
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where Gb and Cb both increase with the surface area of the bilayer (r2), and Gf decreases with the 

radius of the droplet (r).  From this, the ratio of 1 to 100 for droplet radius to a cellular radius 

increases the threshold frequency by a factor of 103.  This threshold frequency may be radically 
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increased by reducing the dimensions of the droplets, providing a target for future experimental 

recreation. 

 

Moving forward, the two-node simplification will be combined with biomolecule conductance 

behavior to provide a coupled bilayer - biomolecule model.  This system will be solved using 

standard numerical methods as the capacitance matrix is no longer necessarily singular. 

SYSTEM SIMULATIONS INCLUDING BIOMOLECULE CONDUCTANCE 

The end goal of this work is to combine the primary network model with a secondary voltage-

dependent biomolecule model.  This secondary model for predicting the behavior of the voltage-

dependent biomolecules is developed in the following section.  The two-node network model 

will then be combined with the biomolecule model for the final coupled results. 

 

For the voltage-dependent biomolecule, the pore HL is considered.  HL is a self-assembling 

toxin from the bacteria Staphylococcus aureus and forms a pore when inserted into a lipid 

bilayer.  The wild-type β-barrel pore is weakly rectifying and weakly anion selective.  The 

engineered derivative is designed to provide a pore that is strongly rectifying and appears as the 

biological equivalent of the diode.  Protein engineering is a relatively new field where proteins 

are either designed from scratch or natural proteins are changed to have a new functionality.  

Amino acid sequences are identified that may provide the desired function or structural 

properties and are used to “design” the protein.  Designing a protein from scratch is more 

challenging because the structural backbone of the protein may not be “designable” because of 

uncertainty in the structural folds.  In the modified protein considered for use here the protein 

pore HL is used to maintain the backbone of the protein and seven residues of the protein are 

replaced with the amino acid arginine creating an engineered HL protein (7R-HL) pore.  This 

change introduces 49 additional positively charged side chains in the barrel of the protein.  The 

application of negative potential on the engineered protein causes a structural change in the 

protein or “collapse of the β barrel”.  The 7R-HL protein is strongly rectifying but has a time 

delay which is probably caused by the time to complete the structural change. 

 

The ion current/membrane potential relationship of the engineered 7R-HL protein is 

graphically presented from measurements taken in a Droplet-Interface Bilayer (DIB) consisting 

of DPhPC lipids with the two aqueous solutions consisting of 1 M KCl, 25 mM Tris HCl at pH 

8.0 and 100 µM of the protein.  The graph shows the ion current/membrane potential relationship 

for different instances of time where one plot is for the instantaneous time after a potential 

increase and the other plot is for the steady-state time.  The instantaneous relationship refers to 

the ion current/membrane potential relationship directly after a step to that specific potential.  

Therefore, the conformational structure change of the 7R-HL pore to negative potential has not 

occurred.  The steady-state (ss) relationship refers to the ion current/membrane potential 

relationship after the conformational structure change has occurred.  As discussed, there is time 

dependence in the conformation change of the protein barrel when a negative membrane 

potential is applied.  This distinction between the steady-state and instantaneous relationship 

highlights the extremes of the time dependence.  The instantaneous and steady state relationships 

caused by positive membrane potentials are equal.  A least square fit is used to obtain an 

analytical expression for the ion current/membrane potential relationship for the instantaneous 

relationship. The fit is forced to pass through the origin.  The steady-state ion current/membrane 
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potential relationship for a positive applied potential is the same as for the instantaneous 

relationship and the conductance with a positive potential is the slope of the fit.  The 

conductance of the steady-state relationship for a negative applied potential is zero.  Figure 

25Figure 25b shows plots of the conductance (Gp) comparing the steady state and the 

instantaneous relationships. 

 

Figure 25 - a) Current/membrane potential relationship of 7R-αHL in steady state and with instantaneous 
potential changes with a least square fit of the data and b) the conductance of the data of 7R-αHL for the 
steady state and instantaneous cases. 

The measured ion current between the instantaneous and the steady state cases is reported to 

follow two double exponential decays with time constants of 210 ms and 1.0 s [15].  The decay 

dynamics are included in the conductance model to simulate these time variations between the 

instantaneous and steady state cases.  This decay is included in Equation (14) where the 

instantaneous conductivity is: 
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where m is the conductance of the instantaneous case, τ1 is the inverse of the smaller decay 

constant, τ2 is the inverse of the larger decay constant, and t is a time vector that starts at zero for 

every instance when the membrane potential changes from a positive value to a negative value.  

The steady-state conductance values are calculated in a similar piecewise fashion through 

Equation (15). 
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These equations mirror the behavior of the protein shown in Figure 25b and provide the 

approximate conductance decay reported for the negative membrane potentials associated with 

the protein. 
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COUPLED SYSTEM RESULTS 

The coupled two node network model and the protein conductance model are now combined to 

study behavior of systems of multiple bilayers with inserted proteins.  For comparison, an 

experimental case is used as shown in Figure 26.  The system contains four droplets with 

connective bilayers.  7R-αHL proteins are oriented in each bilayer as shown in the schematic by 

the diode illustrations.  This system offers the possibility of full-wave rectification, altering a 

triangle voltage waveform to a constantly positive current output. 

 

Following the network modeling procedures and appling the potential at droplet 2 and setting the 

ground to droplet 3, the equations for solving the membrane potentials are:   
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(16) 

where the subscripts of the variables are used to specify specific the connecting bilayers between 

aqueous volumes labeled in Figure 26, Gw is the conductance to the source, and e0 is a triangular 

input to mimic the recorded data from previous results.  The capacitance matrix C in this case is 

non-singular, allowing for its inversion and the separation of the ODEs.  The protein 

conductance is modeled as:  
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 (17) 

For numerical simplicity, the exponential decay properties of Equation (14) are excluded from 

this simulation because the system is simulated at a low frequency (1 mHz) and the time 

constants of the closing barrel would have little effect on the simulated value.  This low applied 

frequency also ensures that the two node solution method remains appropriate for the simulation. 
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This conductance model for the protein HL and the engineered derivative 7R-αHL provides 

approximations for the average conductance of multiple pores within a bilayer.  Each individual 

pore has a certain conductance level and dynamics that are not captured with the model that may 

be a function of the concentration or other variables.  Therefore, the conductance model is 

adjusted for individual trials to obtain a closer match to measured data and the specific changes 

are mentioned when a comparison is presented.  The values for the protein conductance levels is 

equivalent to 7 channels per membrane for a total open conductance of 6.3 nS. 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 26 - a) A four droplet, four-unit cell system with the 7R-αHL proteins oriented as shown by the 
diodes schematics and b) the traced data compared to the simulated ion currents. 

The membrane potentials are solved using Equation (16) and Equation (17) with a simulated 

input to the system consisting of a 100 mV triangular wave at 10 mHz (allowing for the two node 

simplification).  The ion currents through each bilayer are calculated using Ohm’s law and the 

ion current across droplets 4 and 1 are the sum of the currents into and out of those volumes 

through KCL.  Figure 26b shows the system input, the measured ion current data from prior 

work, and the simulated ion current.  

 

The results from the coupled model closely match the experimental results and retain the desired 

full-wave rectification behavior.  If the rectifying pores were not included in the simulation, the 

potential in droplets 1 and 4 would remain equal, resulting in no measured current across the 

connecting wire. This bilayer network example shows how the model may be used to estimate 

the membrane potentials at different points of a bilayer network when a potential is applied at 

some point within the network.  The membrane potential is used in conjunction with the stimuli-

responsive biomolecule conductance models to estimate the ion currents through a bilayer.  The 

conductance and network modeling allows an engineer to vary the parameters of the system and 

see how those variations alter the system performance. 

   

In natural cellular systems the dimensions of the cells are often reduced in comparison to the 

droplet interface bilayers constructed here.  This allows for these measured shifts in voltage to be 

accompanied by meaningful changes in the concentration of ions inside the droplets.  These ionic 
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concentrations are used in natural systems for determining the states of the cell through osmotic 

pressures, activation of chemically-dependent biomolecules, and other phenomena.  Referring 

back to the characteristic droplet dimension r, the ratio of the droplet volume to the bilayer 

surface area scales directly with r.  Since this ratio is increased for the artificial biomolecular 

networks these volume-dependent ionic shifts require more time, and the change in concentration 

accompanied by the area-dependent changes in membrane potential are generally negligible.  

Future work will focus on combining these ionic gradients for a more accurate comparison to 

natural cellular systems as the droplet dimensions are reduced to better approximations of natural 

networks. 
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4. Characterization of biomolecular materials under a range of standardized conditions 

that enable direct comparison to the effectiveness of more traditional types of 

multifunctional materials.   

 

A specialized test setup was developed to enable controllable actuation of the bilayer as well as 

accurate mechanical and electrical measurements of the interface. The test setup consisted of one 

droplet anchored to the tip of a mobile capillary mounted on a piezoelectric actuator and a 

second droplet anchored to a fixed substrate. The tension in the artificial lipid bilayer membrane 

is modulated by horizontally oscillating the droplet anchored to the piezoelectric actuator (Figure 

27), thereby distorting the shapes of the droplets (i.e. increasing the sur- face area of each 

droplet) and changing the contact angle between the water-oil interfaces. In this work, branched 

diphytanoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPhPC) is used to form bilayers. DPhPC bilayers neither 

oxidize nor exhibit phase transitions with temperature and thus are stable; they also have the 

advantage of high interfacial tension32. It is well established that the electrical properties of a 

lipid bilayer are modelled accurately by a high membrane resistance (typically in the giga-ohm 

range) in parallel with the membrane capacitance27. Therefore, low-frequency sinusoidal 

oscillations applied to the DIB result in a harmonic variation in bilayer capacitance that 

correlates with a change in the bilayer area (Figure 28a). The electrical response of the DIB, free 

of MscL channels, was recorded simultaneously with video imaging of the droplets, while 

mechanically oscillated at frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz up to 75 Hz, and peak-to-peak 

amplitudes ranging between 125 μm and 175μm. These observations serve to form a basic 

understanding of the components of the mechanoelectrical response of the DIB without MscL, 

and serve to provide a ‘baseline’ control for the subsequent recordings with MscL channels 

reconstituted within the membrane. No measurable conductive component or gating-like spikes 

are observed in the control (Figure 28a). This insures that the sub-conductive state events 

observed (when V23T-MscL is incorporated) are not simply random artefacts resulting from the 

bilayer oscillations and electrical recordings. The electrical responses of DIBs with V23T-MscL 

incorporated are also recorded in a broad range of transmembrane potentials (0–150mV) with no 

mechanical stimulus applied (Figure 28b). As previously observed, no gating-like spikes were 

 
 

 

 
Figure 27:  The experimental setup used to form the droplet interface bilayers, mechanically stimulate the 
droplets, and study MscL activity. The DIB supporting part consists of two hydrogel filled glass capillaries with 
inserted Ag/AgCl electrodes. Two lipid containing droplets are anchored to the tips of the micropipettes (ID 
~500μm, OD ~1000μm), and placed within a cylindrical oil filled reservoir. The micropipette on the left is fixed 
and attached to the headstage of the Axopatch 200B amplifier, while the micropipette on the right is connected to 
a piezoelectric actuator which allows it to move horizontally.  
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recorded, indicating that creating tension in the membrane is essential for the gating of V23T-

MscL. Note that all low amplitude (~5pA) channel gating-like events, especially the ones in the 

110mV trace, likely represent transient conductive defects in the dynamic membrane structure 

stabilized by the electric field. With the droplets of approximately 0.5mm in diameter, the initial 

bilayer area was approximately 0.0024 mm2. The generated currents in channel-free controls 

were small, reflecting a highly resistive lipid bilayer (~10GΩ).  

 

In order to observe V23T-MscL-6His gating pattern in the native setting, we expressed the 

channel in MJF 465 E. coli cells4 and recorded traces from giant spheroplasts using standard 

patch-clamp technique. The gating response of the mutant in spheroplasts to mechanical stimuli 

(shallow negative pressure ramps ranging between 50 to 170mm Hg) under an applied potential 

of ±40mV, are shown in Fig. 3a. In a parallel effort, we have purified 6-His tagged V23T-MscL 

and reconstituted it in DPhPC liposomes. Recordings from liposome ‘blisters’ were performed, 

with mechanical stimuli applied in a similar fashion as previously mentioned, in order to observe 

single-channel events (Figure 29b). To compare conductance levels, both types of recordings 

were performed in the buffer of the same specific conductivity as used for DIBs. We found that 

the activities in both cases were essentially identical in terms of unitary conductance (3.5–3.8nS 

full openings designated by arrows in Fig. 3), with similar kinetic patterns. When activated at 

relatively low open probability, V23T-MscL exhibits a variety of short-lived sub-conductive 

states. According to the previous data6,33, this mutant has a tension midpoint of 9.5mN/m 

(compared to 12–14mN/m for WT-MscL33), yet the first opening events are reproducibly 

observed near 6mN/m. Based on this data, we anticipated that in DIBs V23T-MscL should start 

flickering at tensions between 6 and 7mN/m.  

Transient MscL responses to harmonic compression 

The incorporation of V23T-MscL into DIBs is achieved by introducing proteoliposomes into 

both droplets. A low-threshold V23T mutant of MscL generates reliable activities including sub-

conductive states as well as full opening events (Figure 30a) when mechanically stimulated and a 

DC potential is applied to the membrane. These events are identical to those recorded using the 

 

 
 

 
Figure 28: (a) The current response of the lipid bilayer (free of MscL channels) as droplets are oscillated at 
0.2 Hz and 150 μm peak-to-peak amplitude. The current response is sinusoidal which corresponds to the 
change in the bilayer capacitance correlated with a change in the lipid bilayer area resulting from the 
sinusoidal oscillations of the droplets. (b) The current response of the lipid bilayer containing V23T-MscL 

channels when high transmembrane potentials are applied without mechanically stimulating the droplets.  
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patch-clamp technique from intact inner E. coli membranes and liposomes reconstituted with the 

purified V23T-MscL (Figure 29). The mechanical stimulus is applied through axial sinusoidal 

displacements of one droplet toward and away from another with a frequency of 0.2Hz and peak-

to-peak amplitude of 150μm. It is observed that the gating of V23T-MscL mostly occurs at trans- 

membrane potentials above 80mV and low oscillation frequencies (<1Hz). Gating occurs 

exclusively near the point of shortest separation where both the contact area and fractional 

change in droplet area are maximal, while the lipid bilayer contact angle between the droplets 

(monolayers) is minimal.  
 

To illustrate this observation, the representative DIB current traces, each covering one 

stimulation cycle, are plotted in the polar form indicating the position of the V23T-MscL 

opening events relative to the phase of the mechanical displacement (Figure 30c). The results 

show that the channel consistently acti- vates between 90 and 120 degrees. This region on the 

polar plot corresponds to the position near peak compression (where the sinusoidal mechanical 

input reaches maximum amplitude) and maximum bilayer area. The current is proportional to the 

capacitance of the bilayer I (t) = V 
dt 

, which in turn obeys the same sine wave law 

(C(t)~Asin(ωt)) implying that there is a 90-degree phase shift between the actual change in 

bilayer area (i.e. capacitance) and the recorded capacitive current. This explains why the gating 

is seen in the 90–120 degree region on the current polar plot. Identical behaviour is observed 

when the potential is increased to 100mV while a 0.2Hz sinusoidal oscillation is maintained 

(Figure 30b). The only difference seen is that the measured conductance levels are higher, which 

may indicate a greater expansion of the channel, due to an increased transmembrane potential.  

 

Figure 29: V23T-MscL activities recorded using standard patch-clamp technique in E. coli giant MJF465 
spheroplasts (a) and in DPhPC liposomes reconstituted with purified protein (b). The mechanical stimuli in both 
cases are shallow ramps of negative pipette pressure (suction) to 50–170 mm Hg. Both traces recorded in a 
symmetric 400mM KCl, 20mM MgCl2 and 10mM CaCl2 buffer characterized with the same conductivity as the buffer 

used for DIB formation. Conductance levels of 3.5–3.8nS indicated by black arrows correspond to the fully open 
channels occurring amid various sub-conductive states.  
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We have also analysed the amplitude distribution of opening events recorded over 110 cycles 

under ‘near-optimal’ stimulation with 0.2Hz/87.5 μm sinusoidal droplet oscillations and a 

transmembrane potential of 100mV (Figure 31). Most of the events represent low sub-conductive 

states, consistent with low-open probability patch-clamp traces presented in Figure 29 and 

previous analysis. Full-openings of 3.1nS amplitude constitute only 3% of all events.  

Effects of the displacement amplitude and applied transmembrane potential 

The gating of the V23T-MscL channels is observed to be dependent on the transmembrane 

electrical potential, as well as the amplitude of oscillations. These findings are highlighted in 

Figure 32 where the current responses of the DIB are recorded for three different oscillation 

amplitudes (±62.5μm; ±75μm; ±87.5μm), while a frequency of 0.2Hz is maintained. At each 

oscillation amplitude, the transmembrane potential is varied between 20mV and 100mV. Figure 

6 shows the polar plots of different cycles for the three different amplitudes each at a specific 

transmembrane electrical potential. In the ±62.5μm displacement case, no gating occurs, where 

 
Figure 30:  (a,b) The current response of the bilayer containing V23T-MscL mutant channels at 0.2 Hz 
(sinusoidal) and an applied transmembrane potential of 90 and 100mV respectively. The shape of the current 
response is sinusoidal which corresponds to a sinusoidal change in bilayer capacitance as a consequence 
of the bilayer area change. The currents spikes at the peak of each cycle (i.e. maximum bilayer area) 
correspond to sub-conductance gating events of the MS channels. (c) Each of the six cycles is plotted in 

polar form indicating that the gating events consistently occur between 90 and 120 degrees.  
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the results resemble those of the channel-free case. This means that the induced bilayer tension is 

not strong enough to make the channels open. As the amplitude of oscillations is increased 

to±75μm, MscL gating events are observed at transmembrane potentials higher than 80mV. 

Similar results are obtained for the ±87.5 μm, however, it is noticed that the conductance levels 

are higher compared to the lower amplitude case. The results imply that widening of the 

conductive pore can be achieved through an increase in bilayer tension produced by increased 

oscillation amplitude. The results presented in this section confirm that both the transmembrane 

applied potential and the degree of drop- let deformation are contributing in increasing the 

tension in the lipid bilayer membrane.  

 

changes of the contact angle may generate tension sufficient for MscL gating. We therefore 

analysed the geometry of the DIB system using image processing techniques for images taken at 

different positions during the compression cycle. We found that the bilayer contact angle, θb, 

decreases while the bilayer contact area increases. At the bilayer interface, to maintain 

mechanical equilibrium the downward tension (i.e. the bilayer tension γb) should be equilibrated 

by an upward tension equivalent to the projections of both monolayers tensions (γm) on the plane 

of the bilayer interface. This relationship is illustrated through the Young-Dupré equation: 

 

𝛾𝑏 = 2𝛾𝑚 cos (
𝜃𝑏
2
) 

 

 

Figure 31: The amplitude histogram of V23T-MscL opening events obtained from multiple traces including 110 
oscillation cycles. The droplets are subjected to periodic oscillation (0.2Hz and 87.5μm amplitude) and a 
transmembrane potential of 100mV for several minutes and a total of 52 events were analysed. Under these 
conditions the probability of seeing an opening event per cycle was 0.47. The histogram shows that low-
conductance sub-states are more likely to occur under the given testing conditions.  
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The equation above suggests that γb is always lower than 2γm, and for this to be true, the Plateau-

Gibbs border must move away from the centre of the bilayer in order to increase γb. Note that at 

the Plateau-Gibbs border, the monolayers (water-oil interface) are near spherical according to the 

Young-Laplace equation22. Therefore, under conditions of constant volume, the area of the 

monolayer covering the entire water-oil interface in both compressed droplets increases. The 

relative expansion of the droplets is measured at dif- ferent frequencies while maintaining a 100 

mV transmembrane potential. Our results (Figure 33c) show that at 0.2 Hz the droplet relative 

area change is approximately 2.5%. However, as we increased the frequency of oscillation to 7.5 

Hz this value dropped to approximately 0.1%. The elastic modulus for isothermal area 

compression or extension is defined in terms of the mechanical properties of the monolayer as 

follows: 

∆𝛾𝑚 = 𝐾𝑚 (
∆𝐴𝑚
𝐴𝑚

)
𝑇

 

 

 

Figure 32: Gating dependence on the amplitude of droplet displacement and voltage. The droplets are 
oscillated at three different amplitudes. At each amplitude the applied electric potential is varied between 
20mV and 100mV. The results in black, corresponding to the lowest amplitude (±65μm), and show that no 
MS channel activity occur at all potentials. However, as the amplitude is increased to ±75μm, gating events 

occur at potentials starting from 80mV up to 100mV. The results at the highest amplitude (±87.5μm) are 
similar to the previous case however the conductance levels are higher which may be a result of opening 
the MS channels further as the tension in the bilayer is higher at higher oscillation amplitudes.  
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The tension increase in each monolayer can be written as the product of the elastic modulus (Km) 

and the relative areal expansion of the interface. The compression/expansion elasticity modulus 

Km for DPhPC monolayers has been recently estimated as about 120mN/m. Our results show that 

with a relative expansion ranging between 2% to 3%, the tension in each monolayer can reach 

2.4–3.6mN/m. These monolayer tension values add up and result in 4–7 mN/m in the bilayer 

membrane which is sufficient to open V23T-MscL. Figure 33b shows the variation in bilayer 

angle value as the droplets are deformed. In this plot, “Min” refers to the minimum compression 

point where the droplets are furthest apart, while “Max” refers to the maximum compression 

point. θb is measured at different locations between the two extreme droplet positions. The results 

exhibit a decrease in θb during compression, which eventually results in an increase in the bilayer 

tension γb. Another important observation is that the angle at the maximum compression point is 

decreased as the oscillation amplitude is increased (i.e. the droplets are more compressed). At the 

point of maximum compression, θb is small (5–10 degrees), and as a result, γb is almost equal to 

2γm. The bilayer angle being too large, at the point of maximum separation (minimum 

compression), explains the reason why gating is not seen at the point of maximum separation 

where the area of the monolayer still increased.  

Discussion  

MscL is a well-characterized tension-activated molecular valve. With genetic and chemical 

modifications of its gates, we can engineer this channel with predicted thresholds for activation 

by tension. We chose V23T, a mild gain-of-function mutant, which is firmly closed at rest but 

opens at lower tension than the one needed to gate WT-MscL. We deliberately avoided severe 

 

Figure 33: Changes in droplet areas and contact angles revealed by imaging and area calculations in the 
course of cyclic mechanical stimulation. (a) The zoomed-in view of the one droplet and determination of the 
entire interfacial area, the bilayer area, and the contact angle. (b) The bilayer angle as a function of the 
displacement. (c) The relative area changes as a function of frequency of oscillation.  
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gain-of-function mutants such as V23D or G22E, which tend to gate spontaneously. We 

consistently saw V23T-MscL channel activities in response to simultaneous mechanical and 

electrical stimulation in DIBs. There is a real perspective that such a channel could be used as a 

transducer in biomolecular stimuli-responsive materials, especially that we found that the protein 

in reconstituted DPhPC liposomes remained functional for at least three months, and thus it 

remains stable in liposomes and functional after being reconstituted within the lipid-stabilized 

oil-water interface.  

 

To date, patch-clamp (which requires bulky equipment) has been the most convenient technique 

to study the activity of MscL, since it permits clamping of both voltage and tension. However, 

biomolecular engineering of sensory and conversion devices implies compactness. In DIBs, until 

present day, tension cannot be clamped and therefore mechanosensitive channels can be 

stimulated only in a dynamic regime. Despite this, DIBs are emerging flexible platforms that 

could be adapted to many types of stimuli with the ability to be miniaturized. Here, we present 

the first study in which the activities of single bacterial MscL channels are directly recorded in a 

miniature DIB system without the use of a patch pipette or chemical modifications. The 

developed experimental technique is novel and important since it mimics the natural asymmetry 

of lipid membranes while changing the membrane tension profile. We successfully reconstituted 

V23T-MscL channels in the bilayer formed at the interface of two lipid encased droplets  

and the ability of the DIB to sense mechanical stimuli using bacterial MscL as a mechano-

electrical transducer has been demonstrated. The channels self-assembled within the lipid bilayer 

membrane are activated when tension in the interfacial bilayer is generated. This is achieved by 

virtue of dynamic drop- lets’ compression and relaxation through axial sinusoidal displacement 

of one droplet towards and away from the other. The resulting amplitudes of MscL conductance 

levels were similar to those recorded by patch-clamp indicating a fully-functional state of MscL 

in DIBs.  

 

The factors leading to the activation of MscL in the DIB can be categorized as mechanical and 

electrical. A sufficiently high amplitude oscillation (~20% of the droplet diameter) is required to 

transmit ten- sion to the bilayer. With a 2.5% maximal observed relative areal expansion of 

droplets and a monolayer elasticity modulus of 120mN/m we generated an increase in tension of 

about 3mN/m in each leaflet. With small bilayer angles, at peak compression, the increase in 

monolayer tension roughly doubled in the interfacial bilayer membrane. The estimated peak 

tension of about 6mN/m is near the threshold of the V23T-MscL activation curve, which evokes 

mainly sub-states and occasionally fully open-states. Our analysis shows that under the same 

conditions (i.e. 0.2 Hz frequency, 87.5 μm amplitude, and transmembrane potential of 100mV) 

the gating probability per cycle of V23T channels is found to be around 47% (Figure 33). The 

distribution of conductance levels across several traces (Figure 31) shows that the majority of 

events are sub-conductive states and only in rare occasions (~3%) full openings are achieved. We 

also found that in the relaxation phase, when the droplets are furthest apart, the area of the 

droplet interface increased substantially leading to an increase in monolayer tension; however, 

the rise in interfacial bilayer tension is not significant due to large contact angle (~53o).  

Remarkably, the range of frequencies, in which we were able to see V23T-MscL activities, is 

narrow. At a frequency of 0.2Hz, which we found optimal for the chosen geometry, we observed 

that at peak compression the area of the contact bilayer increased and then decreased by 80% at 

the point of maxi- mum separation. This “unzipping” of the contributing monolayers allowed the 
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droplets to regain a nearly spherical shape before the next compression phase. The droplets 

gradually returned to a spherical shape and regained their minimal area (at a given volume), thus 

enabling higher area and tension increase during the next compression cycle. At higher 

frequencies, as shown in Figure 33c, we observe a significantly smaller area expansion due to a 

delay in the monolayer “unzipping”. Therefore, the viscous resistance of the inter-monolayer gap 

to flow of the organic solvent (hexadecane) appears to be the natural “low-pass” mechanical 

filter in the DIB system. However, the presence of the lipid reservoir in the form of liposomes in 

each aqueous compartment makes the channel only respond to dynamic stimuli, imposing a 

“high-pass” filter. Transient channel activation, observed under harmonic stimulation, was the 

way to overcome the membrane tension relief, resulting from the incorporation of the lipid from 

the aqueous phase into the monolayers. In the course of harmonic deformation of the droplets at 

0.2Hz, the com- pression phase lasts for 1.25s, during which sufficient expansion of the 

interfaces and activation tension (~6 mN/m) is achieved. The question is, how quickly and how 

far the tension may relax due to new lipid incorporation? According to the most recent data, the 

characteristic time of DPhPC liposome equilibration with the monolayer at the water-oil 

interface is 180–200s, eventually reaching an equilibrium tension of ~1mN/m. The tension in the 

compound bilayer at equilibrium is thus estimated to be ~2 mN/m, which is far below the 

activation threshold for V23T-MscL. However, this relaxation process is slow. Additionally, 

relatively low lateral diffusion rate of the DPhPC lipid (~18.1 × 10−8 cm2/s)36, will be another 

factor that slows tension equilibration across each interfacial monolayer. For this reason, tension 

in the interfacial bilayer will be minimally affected by the incorpo- ration of liposomes from 

aqueous reservoirs under the chosen 0.2Hz regime of harmonic stimulation.  

 

Speaking about transmembrane voltage, we found that a 100 mV transmembrane potential is 

required for the activation of V23T-MscL. Also, the membrane tension may be modulated by the 

transmembrane voltage. We believe that the combination of different physical parameters, 

resulting from the mechani- cal deformation of the droplets and transmembrane voltage, is 

leading to the gating of MscL in the DIB. It is also important to note that we are dealing with a 

stochastic and not deterministic behaviour near the threshold, and since we are at the foot of 

activation curve, we do not expect activation with every cycle.  

 

Further investigation will include understanding the physics of mechanoelectrical transduction in 

the DIB in order to increase the sensitivity of MscL to a mechanical stimulus. Ways to increase 

the bandwidth of the system may include miniaturization, reducing the lipid concentration in the 

bulk to slow down the lipid exchange, chemical cross-linking of lipids, and preparation of DIBs 

with hydrogels. These findings are fascinating because on one hand, with the use of MscL as a 

“strain gauge”, we will have the opportunity to understand how tension is created at the interface 

of a DIB. Additionally, this system will help us learn more about MscL and the ways external 

forces can be conveyed to its gate.  
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